§ 1123. Binding materials; bookbinding for libraries

Binding for the departments of the Government shall be done in plain sheep or cloth, except that record and account books may be bound in Russia leather, sheep fleshers, and skivers, when authorized by the head of a department. The libraries of the several departments, the Library of Congress, the libraries of the Surgeon General’s Office, and the Naval Observatory may have books for the exclusive use of these libraries bound in half Turkey, or material no more expensive.


HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES

This section incorporates all but the first sentence of former section 116. The balance will be found in section 501 of the revision.

AMENDMENTS

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1999 AMENDMENT
Amendment by Pub. L. 106–113 effective 4 months after Nov. 29, 1999, see section 1000(a)(9) [title IV, §4731] of Pub. L. 106–113, set out as a note under section 1 of Title 35, Patents.

CHAPTER 13—PARTICULAR REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

Sec.
1301. Agriculture, Department of: report of Secretary.
1302. Agriculture, Department of: monthly crop report and other publications.
1304. Army and Navy registers.
1308. Coast Guard: annual report of the Commandant.
1309. Coast Guard: notice to mariners and other special publications.
1310. Commerce Department: navigation and weather information.
1311. Repealed.Escort
1314. Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac.
1315. Fish and Wildlife Service: bulletins.
1316. Fish and Wildlife Service: report of the Director.
1317. Foreign Relations.
1318. Geological Survey: classes and sizes of publications; report of mineral resources; number of copies; reprints; distribution.
1320A. Historical societies’ publications.
1321. Hydrographic Surveys: foreign surveys.
1322. Immigration and Naturalization Service: report.